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What is outsourcing?

According to Wikipedia… Outsourcing is an agreement in which one 
company hires another company to be responsible for a planned or 
existing activity that is or could be done internally...[..]
Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Outsourcing



Why only “from company to company”?

Can it be “from company to customer”?
Can you give to your customers tasks that are now done internally?
May your customer produce some value for you, apart from 
consuming?



The case of VOLKWAGEN FINANCIAL 
SERVICES 

To lease their car, the customers needed to follow a rather traditional process

The need for digital transformation was evident!

Old Leasing Application Process



The case of VOLKWAGEN FINANCIAL 
SERVICES 
What we did

We took way a non value adding task from the salesperson, digitalized it 
and “outsourced” it to our customer!

New Digital Leasing Application Process



The case of VOLKWAGEN FINANCIAL 
SERVICES 
Some of the benefits for VWFS and the customer…

 Freeing up time from salespeople to focus on value adding tasks

 Better quality of applications with no or minimum mistakes

 Less time needed for credit evaluation (from 48 to 24 hours)

 Less environmental footprint (no printouts, no courier delivery)

 Sense of privacy for the customer (sense of control of his data)



Conditions showing you may Outsource to 
your customer…

…when your product is important for your customer so him/her to take the 

“burden”

…when it will save you significant resources

…when it has also benefits for your customer

…when the customer knows to do it better than you

In your next digital transformation project, ask yourself “is there anything I 
can outsource to my customer?”



Thank you!

Apostolos Chouliaras

Let’s stay connected through LinkedIn
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